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Essential Judge Dredd: Necropolis-John Wagner 2022-06-07 The Essential Judge Dredd series is the perfect introduction to the Lawman of the Future - in Necropolis Judge Dredd must face off against his most popular foe, Judge Death! The essential Judge Dredd graphic novel series – the ultimate introduction to the
Lawman of the Future! Mega-City One is under siege from the Dark Judges, Dredd has been exiled to the harsh wastelands of the Cursed Earth and time is running out for the citizens he once swore to protect. With the body-count rising and hope running out, will the Judges be able to turn back the tide of death?
Essential Judge Dredd: Necropolis is the ultimate Judge Dredd Vs The Dark Judges storyline. A comic book ‘summer blockbuster’, written and drawn by Dredd’s co-creators John Wagner (A History of Violence) and Carlos Ezquerra (Strontium Dog), where Dredd must reclaim his badge from the imposter Judge
Kraken and retake Mega-City One from the grip of the Dark Judges; Death, Fear, Fire and Mortis.
Essential Judge Dredd: Dredd Vs. Death-John Wagner 2022-01-18 The essential Judge Dredd graphic novel series - the ultimate introduction to the Lawman of the Future - continues with the heartstopping horror Dredd Vs. Death! The essential Judge Dredd graphic novel series - the ultimate introduction to the
Lawman of the Future! "When people think of Dredd enemies, they think of The Dark Judges." - Comics Beat The crime is life! The Judgement is death! When Judge Death enters Mega-City One from a parallel dimension, his plan is simple: to find every single living cit and sentence them – to death! The fourth volume
in the oversized Essential Dredd series includes the first two Judge Death stories, from John Wagner (A History of Violence) and Brian Bolland (The Killing Joke) presented in stunning black and white, and featuring restored pages. It also includes the first solo Judge Anderson adventure, presented in luscious new
colours, also starring Judge Death. The critically acclaimed Essential Dredd Collection is a perfect jumping on point for new readers and this volume introduces Judge Death, the Dark Judges and wisecracking Psi Judge Cassandra Anderson.
Judge Dredd Year One-Matt Smith 2014-10-28 Three celebrated Judge Dredd writers take you back to Dredd’s first year on the streets of Mega- City One as a full-eagle Judge, in three thrilling novellas. Bred to dispense Justice, the young Dredd is not the wizened veteran we know, but a Judge with built-in
determination and little experience. In City Fathers, the brutal murder of a Justice Department-sanctioned spy uncovers something new and dangerous in the sector’s murky black market. Unless Dredd can stop it, chaos will be unleashed. In Cold Light of Day, a savage killing spree results in the deaths of two
highlyregarded Judges, and many consider Dredd to be responsible: a decision he made five years earlier – while he was still a cadet – has come back to haunt him. The third story in the collection will debut in this collection and is guaranteed to thrill.
Judge Dredd: The Complete Case Files 09-John Wagner 2015-01-20 Volume nine of Judge Dredd's complete cases, continuing the ever popular series. JUDGE, JURY AND EXECUTIONER... HE IS THE LAW! For over three decades Judge Dredd has been one of the biggest stars of British comics, dispensing instant
justice on the harsh streets of Mega-City One. Now, in this ninth volume collecting together Dredd’s adventures in chronological order, you can experience Thrill-power at its best with such classic stories as Midnight Surfer and The Warlord! Written by comic legends John Wagner (A History of Violence) and Alan
Grant (Batman) this volume features the art of Steve Dillon (Preacher), Cam Kennedy (Rogue Trooper) and Cliff Robinson, amongst many others.
The Best of John Wagner's Judge Dredd-John Wagner 2022-03-15 In celebration of the original Mega-City master, this collects the very best of John Wagner's Judge Dredd stories! He is one of the best-known voices in British comics, respected and revered for revitalising the industry in the 1970s and co-creating the
iconic ‘Lawman of the future’ – Judge Dredd. In celebration of his forty-five years chronicling the madness and mayhem of Mega-City One, this collection features some of the funniest, most poignant and action-packed tales penned by the great man himself.
Essential Judge Dredd: The Apocalypse War-John Wagner 2021-01-19 The second volume of the Essential Judge Dredd line features the greatest epic storyline in Judge Dredd history. Widely considered a comics classic, The Apocalypse War is reprinted alone in its entirety for the first time in its original format for
over a decade. "The greatest moment in comics history" - Garth Ennis (Preacher, The Boys) The essential Judge Dredd graphic novel series – the ultimate introduction to the Lawman of the Future! When the citizens of Mega-City One’s massive city blocks declare war on each other, Judge Dredd realises it is merely a
prologue to an all-out nuclear attack by East Meg One! As warheads rain down, Dredd leads a brave guerrilla resistance against the Sov forces, building to an earth-shattering decision that shakes his world to the core! This second wide-screen blockbuster volume in the Essential Judge Dredd graphic novel series
presents The Apocalypse War, the mother of all ‘epic’ Dredd storylines, which forever fixed the character in readers' minds and ensured Carlos Ezquerra's title as the definitive Dredd artist in comics’ hall of fame. "The Apocalypse War gets at what makes Dredd such a joy to read." - Comics Alliance "Seared into the
memory of everyone who read it" - The Guardian "Transitioned the character's brutality from just a source of tongue-in-cheek excitement into something of a disturbing clarity" - The Comics Journal
Judge Dredd: End of Days-Rob Williams 2021-03-16 The grand new collection of the adrenaline-pumping and hugely-popular modern classic storyline by writer Rob Williams (Suicide Squad), following his smash hits Judge Dredd: Small House and Judge Dredd: Control. Presented in graphic novel format for the first
time! “Rob and Henry at the peak of their powers” – Al Ewing (The Immortal Hulk) Judge Dredd is the top lawman of Mega-City One but now it seems as though the end has come - he must face off against the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse! Luckily he has an unexpected ally at his side in the form of meta-normal
cowboy killer Ichabod Azrael. Modern master Rob Williams is joined by Henry Flint and Colin MacNeil to continue the multi-part masterpiece which began with Judge Dredd: The Small House and Judge Dredd: Control - the Dredd epic of the year has arrived! Praise for Judge Dredd: The Small House: “One of the
best runs ever. This is special.” – Mark Millar (Kickass, Kingsman) “The best I’ve read in years” – Bryan Hitch (The Ultimates, The Authority) “Structured like the last exhilarating chapters of an already power-packed novel — all killer, zero filler” – Doomrocket “Simply masterful Dredd” – comicon.com “One of the
pivotal moments of Judge Dredd history” – Multiversity.com
Judge Dredd: Complete Case Files 04-John Wagner 2011-12-13 Judge Dredd – the future lawman with the powers of judge, jury and executioner at his disposal – faces some of his most challenging cases yet in this fourth volume of his complete adventures. IN MEGA-CITY ONE CRIME DOESN’T PAY! Judge Dredd –
the future lawman with the powers of judge, jury and executioner at his disposal – faces some of his most challenging cases yet in this fourth volume of his earliest adventures. From the all-time classic Judge Child saga to the first appearance of legendary perp Chopper in Un-American Graffiti this collection is
heaving with thrills and action-packed entertainment!
Judge Dredd: The Complete Case Files 38- 2021-12-09 The ultimate collection of Judge Dredd's epic adventures continues with Case Files 38, which sees Old Stony Face travel to the ruins of Cincinnati and visit Hong Tong! In the nightmare metropolis of the future he is judge, jury and executioner - he is Judge
Dredd! The best-selling Complete Case Files series continues with Judge Dredd leaving the mean streets of Mega-City One to bring his own brand of 'justice' to other parts of the world. The hunt for one perp leads the lawman to the ruins of Cincinnati, while another criminal racket has links to the Far East. Against
his better wishes, Dredd must join forces with People's Justice Ministry Inspector Liu Chan Yeun, known on the streets as 'Johnny Woo'!
Judge Dredd: Blaze of Glory-Al Ewing 2022-03-01 Fast, furious and hysterically funny stories from the pen of Al Ewing (Marvel's Immortal Hulk), chronicling the highs and lows of Judge Dredd, Lawman of the Future. This action packed collection has an exclusive Liam Sharp (Green Lantern) cover. "I’d struggle to
overstate how much I enjoy and admire Al Ewing’s work [...] A typical Ewing story is technically ambitious, ethically astute, and intellectually playful. In short; great fun." - Sequart Go on patrol and see Mega-City One - and beyond - through the eyes of Al Ewing (Immortal Hulk), one of the most original writers in
comics, as Judge Dredd dispenses justice to mutants, laidback religious cults, the Sex Olympics and Santa Claus. But when polite ex-stripper Zombo appears in his dimension, has old Stoney Face finally met his match? Collecting many of Ewing’s outrageous Dredd stories for the first time and featuring an all-star
cast of artists, including Liam Sharp (Green Lantern, Wonder Woman), John Higgins (Dreadnoughts: Breaking Ground, Judge Dredd, Watchmen), Simon Fraser (Judge Dredd, Nikolai Dante) and Ben Willsher (Roy of the Rovers, Judge Dredd), this is an essential collection for fans of the Law.
Judge Dredd: The Complete Case Files 06-John Wagner 2013-08-27 The Complete Case Files series is a chronological collection of all of Judge Dredd's adventures. This book collects some of his most famous cases inlcuding Trapper Hag and the Starborn Thing. In Mega-City One Judge Dredd is the Law. From the
League of Fatties to Trapper Hag and the Starborn Thing no perp escapes the instant justice he dispenses with an iron fist. Now in this sixth volume of his collected adventures you’ll meet some of Dredd’s most bizarre adversaries yet! Written by comic supremos John Wagner (A History of Violence) and Alan Grant
(Batman) with art by Carlos Ezquerra (Strontium Dog) and Steve Dillon (Preacher) amongst others, this is classic 2000 AD!
Judge Dredd-Alan Grant 1992 Raptaur, a predatory alien from a crystalline planet, is feeding on the cerebral fluids of Mega-City's citizens. The world's toughest lawman, Judge Dredd, makes a stand and fights the creature to the death - and loses. Can even Dredd fight back from the edge of eternity and defeat this
foe?
Judge Dredd: the Complete Case Files 37-John Wagner 2021-07-22 The latest in the smash-hit, best-selling graphic novel series with almost half a million copies sold. This volume features work by global comics star Garth Ennis amongst other comics luminaries. He's been a thorn in Dredd's side since the Apocalypse
War, but will Orlok the Assassin finally be brought to justice? The latest in the best-selling series of Judge Dredd's adventures sees the future lawman and the Sov killer come face-to-face for what could be the last time. Will justice be served? Or will Orlok escape again? Meanwhile, Dredd investigates the twisted
machinations of Judge Edgar, the Machiavellian head of the Public Surveillance Unit, and superstar writer Garth Ennis (Preacher, The Boys) returns to write his final Dredd story, drawn by John Higgins (Watchmen).
Day of Chaos-John Wagner 2014-06 After the Sov viral attack, Mega-City One is a mere shadow of its former self. The population has fallen from 400 million to 50 million and the infrastructure is devastated. Inundated with the problems that come with a large scale disaster, a hugely depleted Justice Department are
barely able to maintain control. Legendary lawman Judge Dredd is on the frontline, distributing order amongst the chaos - but will the guilt he feels for what has happened finally lead to his demise?
Judge Fear's Big Day Out-Michael Carroll 2020-11-10 FROM THE PAGES OF THE JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE A shopping mall where droids sell organs harvested from street trash... A murderous imaginary friend... A psychotic composer drafting music from pain... All in a day’s work for the Lawman of the Future.
Edited by and with an introduction by Dredd veteran Michael Carroll, Judge Fear’s Big Day Out and Other Stories gathers the very best short stories from more than a decade of the Judge Dredd Megazine, including stories by legends Alan Grant, Gordon Rennie and Simon Spurrier, among countless others…
Judge Dredd-John Wagner 1992 Massive crime, unemployment and 400 million inhabitants led the citizens of Mega-City One to abolish democracy and install the Judge System. Vested with the power to deliver instant justice, the Judges functioned as judge, jury and executioner - and the toughest, meanest lawman
was Judge Dredd.
Judge Dredd: The Complete Case Files 2-Pat Mills 2010-12-07 Judge Dredd is judge, jury and executioner; a merciless far-future lawman delivering justice with an iron fist on the mean streets of Mega-City One. This second collection of his collected adventures sees the start of some of the characters most significant
story arcs. One character has dominated the UK comics scene. He is judge, jury and executioner; a merciless far-future lawman delivering justice with an iron fist on the mean streets of Mega-City One. He is Judge Dredd! US readers can discover the roots of this legendary character in this vast a thrill-packed series
of graphic novels, which collect together all of Dredd's adventure's in chronological order.
Essential Judge Dredd: Origins-John Wagner 2020-11-24 The first of a highly curated line of the essential Judge Dredd graphic novels, presented in a large, deluxe format. Perfect for the beginner or fan who ‘doesn’t know where to start’ with the character The essential Judge Dredd graphic novel series – the
ultimate introduction to the Lawman of the Future! An unusual delivery is made to the Grand Hall of Justice, a package that will force Dredd to lead a mission into the Cursed Earth and into the darkest recesses of the history of the Judges and Mega-City One... Now in this much-anticipated Dredd epic, history is
written by Dredd co-creators John Wagner (A History of Violence) and Carlos Ezquerra (Strontium Dog) with a special introductory tale featuring the art of Kev Walker (ABC Warriors: Khronicles of Khaos).
Knowing Audiences-Martin Barker 1998 ""Such research is invaluable to academics, the industry and policy workers, and their findings are too important to ignore."" -Annette Hill in Framework: The Journal of Cinema and Media Exploring the influence ""action"" films have on audiences, this book considers how
people relate to and are influenced by such films as Judge Dredd. While a considerable amount of audience research has been done within the media studies tradition, the scope of the research has not previously been limited to the audiences of these types of film. This study delves specifically into audiences of this
specific genre of film, which has been a mainstay of Hollywood since the mid-1970s.
Judge Dredd Year Two-Michael Carroll 2017-10-10 The perfect series to read following the cult smash-hit movie Dredd, starring Karl Urban. High-octane fiction origin of the iconic lawman, Judge Dredd Detailing the second brutal year of Judge Dredd’s beat as a full-eagle judge on the mean streets of Mega-City One.
Including stories written by 2000 AD editor Matt Smith, Judge Dredd comics writer Michael Carroll (Any Empire Falls) and best-selling Doctor Who writer Cavan Scott. Mega-City One, 2081. Judge Joe Dredd’s been on the beat for a year, and already seen one of the defining busts of his career, taking down his own
clone-brother Rico. He’s made tough choices, tackled committed perps, and seen the consequences of his choices come back to bite him. Rookie year’s over. But he’s not done learning yet. Dredd’s second year on the sked will see him back out in the Cursed Earth, where right and wrong are questions that go beyond
the easy answers of the Law; he’ll have his first brush with the still poorly-understood powers of a psi; and he’ll take his first real beat down, leaving him bent and broken with only his badge and his conviction to protect him… Including stories by Matt Smith, Michael Carroll and Cavan Scott, Judge Dredd: Year Two
puts the city’s greatest lawman to the test.
Back Issue #115-Michael Eury 2019-08-21 Back Issue #115 blasts off with Sci-Fi Superheroes! In-depth looks at JIM STARLIN’s Dreadstar and Company, and the dystopian lawman Judge Dredd. Also: Nova, GERRY CONWAY & MIKE VOSBURG’s Starman, PAUL LEVITZ & STEVE DITKO’s Starman, WALTER
SIMONSON’s Justice Peace (from the pages of Thor), and GREG POTTER & GENE COLAN’s Jemm, Son of Saturn. Featuring MARK BAGLEY, BRIAN BOLLAND, PETER DAVID, TOM DeFALCO, IAN GIBSON, ERIK LARSEN, CHRIS MARRINAN, FABIAN NICIEZA, JOHN WAGNER, and more. Dreadstar and Company
cover by Starlin and ALAN WEISS. Edited by MICHAEL EURY.
Judge Dredd: Every Empire Falls-Michael Carroll 2017-02-14 R.I.P. JUDGE DREDD? Following the decimation of Mega-City One during Chaos Day, Judges from other ‘friendly’ Justice Departments have been brought in to strengthen the ranks and help maintain law and order on the streets. Amongst the newcomers
is Fintan Joyce – son of a former Emerald Isle Judge, who teamed up with Judge Dredd in one of the most fondly remembered Dredd stories. Exploiting the Big Meg’s weakened state, several groups have risen up against the Judges, including the Goblin King’s Undercity army and a mutant group lead by the
monstrous Thorn, who have been attacking Cursed Earth outposts. If things couldn’t get any worse, Dredd has fallen foul of Brit-Cit and they want him in prison or on a slab… Have the odds finally stacked up enough to spell the end of Mega-City One’s greatest lawman?
The Justice Department-Aaron Dembski-Bowden 2010-01-11 A comprehensive, 13-volume series of books detailing the history, life and times of the world's toughest lawman, Judge Dredd. Volume One delves into the Academy of Law and the various departments of the Judges of Mega-City One, including Tek
Division, the SJS, Wally Squad and much more.
Judge Dredd: Year One #4-Matt Smith 2013-11-07 Psychically powerful juves rule the streets and insurrection is spreading in Mega-City One - Justice Department's only hope lies with Judge Dredd, attempting to cut off at source the psi-energy passing across the dimensional divide. But for a young lawman barely
out of the Academy, has he underestimated just what it will take to save the metropolis he has pledged to protect?
Judge Dredd: MegaCity Masters 03- 2011-04-12 A collection of the greatest "Judge Dredd" tales illustrated by the greatest "Judge Dredd" artists. The third book collecting together the most extraordinary creators to have worked on 2000 AD, Britain’s most celebrated sci-fi comic anthology, which has been at the
cutting edge of contemporary pop culture since 1977. The longest running strip in 2000 AD is "Judge Dredd" and over the years many internationally renowned artists have contributed some stunning art to the Dredd legacy. This compilation features an amazing list of artists to have worked on "Judge Dredd", and
follows the illustrator-focused of Mega-City Masters 01 .
Judge Dredd: Nobody Apes the Law-JOHN. GRANT WAGNER (ALAN. MCMAHON, MICK.) 2018-08-23 This swinging anthology of ape-related stories explore what happens when criminals try to monkey around with the law in Mega-City One! MEET THE PRIMATE PERPS! Spawned from apes who were genetically
altered after the Atomic Wars, a sizeable population of simian citizens now live in Mega-City One. Many have turned to crime, including Don Uggie Apelino and his ape gang. Harry Heston, on the other hand, has taken it upon himself to enforce the law, having drawn inspiration from the Big Meg's most notorious
lawman, Judge Dredd.
Judge Dredd: The Complete Case Files 2-Pat Mills 2010-12-07 Judge Dredd is judge, jury and executioner; a merciless far-future lawman delivering justice with an iron fist on the mean streets of Mega-City One. This second collection of his collected adventures sees the start of some of the characters most significant
story arcs. One character has dominated the UK comics scene. He is judge, jury and executioner; a merciless far-future lawman delivering justice with an iron fist on the mean streets of Mega-City One. He is Judge Dredd! US readers can discover the roots of this legendary character in this vast a thrill-packed series
of graphic novels, which collect together all of Dredd's adventure's in chronological order.
Judge Dredd: Case Files 01-John Wagner 2010-06-15 The iconic character Judge Dredd finally received the graphic novel platform he deserved in the Case Files editions. Since 1977, one man has dominated the British comic scene. He is judge, jury and executioner; a merciless farfuture lawman delivering justice
with an iron fist on the mean streets of Mega-City One. He is Judge Dredd! US readers can discover the roots of this legendary character in this vast a thrill-packed series of graphic novels, which collect together all of Dredd’s adventures in chronological order.
Judge Dredd: The XXX Files-John Wagner 2014-06-10 Judge Dredd is famous for showing no emotion and upholding justice, but what happens when the citizens of Mega-City One want to cut loose, let their hair down and really lay down the law? In this brand new collection launching first in the US and Canada,
Dredd discovers that the sin-seekers of the Big Meg are more inventive, funny and down sexier than he could have imagined. Judge Dredd is famous for showing no emotion and upholding justice, but what happens when the citizens of Mega-City One want to cut loose, let their hair down and really lay down the law?
In this brand new collection launching first in the US and Canada, Dredd discovers that the sin-seekers of the Big Meg are more inventive, funny and down sexier than he could have imagined.
Predator Versus Judge Dredd Versus Aliens: Splice and Dice-Various 2018-02-06 The ultimate science-fiction crossover pits the legendary lawman, Judge Dredd, against the universe's supreme hunters, the Predators, as they both try to survive an onslaught by the galaxy's ultimate killing machines, the Aliens! Judge
Dredd and Judge Anderson have tracked a criminal cult across the Cursed Earth and into the Alabama morass, where a mad genetic scientist with destructive designs has acquired the best genes that evolution has to offer--a xenomorph skull! A Predator, attracted to the warm climate and superior prey, has declared
hunting season as he calls for backup. All paths will cross in a mind-blowing scifi showdown with the fate of the Earth at stake! -Collects issues #1-#4 of the Dark Horse Comics series Predator vs. Judge Dredd vs. Aliens. -Written by Eisner-Award winning, NYT Bestselling Chew creator John Layman! -Covers by
Eisner-Award winner Glenn Fabry! -The ultimate science-fiction crossover! -Three of the universe's most ruthless killers cross paths -"Exactly as awesome as it sounds."--Comics Alliance
Carlos Ezquerra's 2000ad and Judge Dredd Colouring Book-Lisa Mills 2017-09-26 Colour like Carlos! One of the best-loved and most successful sci-fi fantasy creators in the world collects 50 superb drawings of his top characters in a colouring book guaranteed to get your creative and law-giving juices flowing.
Colour your way! Indulge your inner artist and immerse yourself in the world of Mega-City One. Gaze into the fist of Dredd! Judge Dredd -- The Lawman of the Future and the subject of two major feature movies and a forthcoming TV series, is notorious for his stern stance on upholding The Law. It's the Law! Go wild
with colour as Dredd arrests perps, chases mutants on his Lawmaster Bike, and fights zombies! Strontium Dog, Wulf Sternhammer, Durham Red, Judge Anderson, The Dark Judges, The Fatties, and many more beloved characters from the pages of 2000AD join Dredd in this epic collection of Carlos's stunning
creations. Unleash your creativity, relax, and lose yourself in the sci-fi world of Carlos Ezquerra! Includes special introduction by John Wagner - Judge Dredd writer-creator!
Judge Dredd #16-Duane Swierczynski 2014-02-26 Twelve street judges have been slaughtered by a masked maniac with a dimension-jump machine. He has the thirteenth in his gun sights right now, and the only Judge who can stop the killer-- Dredd-- is a billion miles away. But it's not so much the number of dead
judges in the morgue. It's what's going to happen to their bodies very, very soon...
Judge Dredd: False Witness-Brandon Easton 2021-05-05 Justice Academy drop-out Mathias Lincoln always survived by sub-legal means, but after uncovering a vast conspiracy, he finds himself pursued by legendary lawman Judge Dredd! Get ready for a street-level look at justice in Mega-City One as one person
fights to expose the darkest secrets of the rich and powerful in a thrilling mystery set against a backdrop of media manipulation and social unrest. While on a job for a rich client, professional fixer Mathias Lincoln makes a horrific discovery—children are disappearing, and the conspiracy stretches from the wastes of
the Cursed Earth all the way to the halls of power in Mega-City One.
Predator Versus Judge Dredd-John Wagner 1998-11-11 Dark Horse re-presents the action-filled Predator vs. Judge Dredd miniseries in one package! In a tale of the far-flung future, a rogue Predator comes to Mega-City One looking for the ultimate hunt . . . and the city's toughest lawman, Judge Dredd, is its prey!
Judge Dredd: Casefiles 01-John Wagner 2015-08-13
The Batman/Judge Dredd Collection-Alan Grant 2012 YA. Graphic Novel. Mega-City One's toughest lawman collides with Gotham City's Dark Knight in this graphic novel collection. With artwork by Bisley, Fabry, Kennedy and others.
2000 AD: The Creator Interviews - Volume 04-Michael Molcher 2015-11-25 Exclusive interviews and career overviews of key comics creators taken from the pages of the Judge Dredd Megazine. In this fourth collection Alan Moore, Brett Ewins, Liam McCormick-Sharp, John Higgins, Colin Wilson, Dylan Teague and
Peter Doherty discuss their work in comics, 2000 AD and many other titles in great detail.
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